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COUNCIL REPORT  

 

From:  Jessica Johnson, Executive Coordinator & Policy Assistant 
Date:  Monday, November-27-17 
Subject: 2018 Pre-Budget Survey Results  

 
 
Background: 
 
Through approval of the 2018 Budget Process Policy, Council directed staff to solicit 
public input from North Perth residents and business owners prior to the beginning of 
the annual budget process through a Pre-Budget Survey. 
 
The survey was advertised to the public through social media, the Municipal website, 
local media, and the North Perth Chamber of Commerce digital sign. A request was 
also sent to the Chamber of Commerce and Listowel BIA to share the survey with their 
members. The survey was available to complete online through the North Perth 
website. Paper copies of the survey were available at the Municipal Office, North Perth 
Public Library branches, and the Municipality’s three arenas. 
 
The survey was live from October 1, 2017 to November 1, 2017. 
 
Comments: 
 
The online survey was accessed 1,298 times, with 49 complete responses submitted. 
One response was removed from the results summary, as the respondent was not a 
resident of North Perth. 
 
Of the 48 complete respondents, 50% identified from the Listowel Ward, 13% identified 
from the Elma Ward, and 8% identified from the Wallace Ward. Twenty-nine percent of 
respondents chose to remain anonymous. 
 
The survey asked three open-ended questions that focused on issues/projects to 
address in the budget, community participation in the process, and any other related 
comments. Full responses are available for review (attached), with highlights 
summarized below: 
 

1. What issues or projects would you like to see addressed/included in the 
2018 budget? 
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• Winter road maintenance and sidewalk snow removal 
• Road construction and traffic – Elma Street, traffic on Reserve Ave. S., 

Line 75 east of race course, Line 81 
• Increased and more diverse recreational programming – art, reading, 

science and cultural programming, indoor activities for winter, gymnastics 
• Listowel truck by-pass 
• Recreation infrastructure – more green space, parks and playgrounds, 

dog park, skate park completion, trails, indoor courts 
• Crosswalks and pedestrian safety – increase safety/visibility and 

additional crosswalks 
• Active transportation routes and more sidewalks 
• Licenced childcare 
• Youth and senior meeting places and programming 
• Opportunities that encourage investment/development of business 
• Infrastructure rehabilitation (water, storm, waste) 
• Low taxes, more small user pay fees 
• Credit card payment option  

 
2. What is the best way for the community to participate in the budget 

process? 
• Online surveys/community polls 
• Social media 
• Website and email 
• Advertise meeting dates and encourage attendance 
• Public forum/open houses 
• Newspaper and radio 
• Mail inserts and flyers 

 
3. Please provide any other comments you have regarding North Perth’s 2018 

budget. 
• Commercial tax increases have been too high 
• Eliminate waste and duplication 
• Satisfaction with garbage and recycling wheelie bins and roundabout 
• Budget process needs to be open and transparent, reflect forward thinking 

of growing community 
• Budget needs to address all areas and diversity of North Perth (e.g., 

urban/rural, high income/low income, etc.) 
• Explain how increase in tax base (growth) does not impact taxes 

 
Although the survey results cannot be assumed to represent the opinions of the North 
Perth community as a whole, they provide valuable information for Council to consider 
during the 2018 budget process. 
 
In addition to the pre-budget survey, members of the public will have opportunities to 
provide input on the 2018 budget through the budget webpage and email and the 
budget open house, tentatively scheduled for March 26, 2018. 
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Financial Implications:   (Include amounts and funding source) 

 
None.  
 
Recommendation: 
 
THAT: 
The Council of the Municipality of North Perth receive the results of the 2018 Pre-
Budget Survey as information. 
 
Reference Material Attached: 
 
2018 North Perth Pre-Budget Survey Responses 
 
Corporate Strategic Plan: 
 
The information and responses provided in this report are consistent with and in 
keeping with the Municipality’s approved Vision, Mission, and Strategic Plan. 
 
Report Prepared by: Jessica Johnson, Executive Coordinator & Policy Assistant 
 
Reviewed by: Kriss Snell, CAO 
Click here to enter a date. 

Jessica Johnson, Executive Coordinator & Policy Assistant 
 
 



2018 North Perth Pre-Budget Survey Responses 

Responses by Question Analysis 

 

1. Issues/Projects Addressed 

1 Winter road conditions in the Elma ward -only one side is being done by 9am and this makes travelling 
extremely dangerous 

2 More recreation programs also a dog park 
3 up grade and paving of rd 140 
4 My family would really like to see something be done about the traffic situation (namely excessive 

traffic and speeding) around Eastdale Public School, Reserve Avenue and leading back to the new 
development area (Wood Drive and area). Wallace Avenue South was designed and planned to 
accommodate heavy traffic back into the Wallaveview neighborhood. Reserve Avenue was absolutely 
not yet is being used as a major thoroughfare. There is a public school backing on to Reserve Ave, many 
young families/children in this area and a large elderly population. We need traffic to be slowed down! 
Installing some speed bumps along Reserve would be an excellent idea to both slow traffic down, or to 
encourage people to use the larger Wallace S instead. 

5 Elma Street really needs to be resurfaced. I would hope that you would consider bike lanes on either 
side. A lot of people use it to access the rail trails and avoid cycling on Main Street. I would also like to 
see some support for the G2G Rail Trail. It is over 120kms and runs through Moncton bringing lots of 
tourists to our area. The Perth section really needs to be better developed to encourage that tourist 
traffic. People using it support a lot of local businesses as they travel through. 

6 Elma street is awful. You just keep patching it up and it desperately needs done! There is a put hole just 
before the stop sign... 

7 I think most of the services provided are more than adequate. 
8 Recreation programs outdoors. More outdoor rinks (Kinsmen Park). Outdoor ball hockey pad near new 

arena. More parks near krotz drive including ball diamond. Less stop signs or a more organized 
approach to low use roads. Adding one ways etc... 

9 more road repairs, truck bypass would help with traffic congestion in downtown. Long term equipment 
replacement schedule. Don't buy anymore retirement homes. 

10 Preliminary planning for a squash court. More green space with the current densification from 
fourplexes 

11 Monkton and Atwood Library 
12 -garbage and recycling weekly-better signage for large parking lots ; remove any parking from main 

street and created double driving lanes-better walkable lanes -- signage (lights), paint on roads for cross 
walks - and more of them-continue to support heal 

13 I would like to see recycling pick-up changed to every week along with the garbage pick up for listowel. 
Also if listowel could get a by- pass so large trucks aren't congested in the downtown of listowel the 
traffic is dangerous and the drivers don't respect the crosswalks while making turns. 



14 I enjoy walking around town and the lack of cross walks on Wallace N especially, but around town in 
general makes it difficult. The school locations should not be the only criteria for cross walk locations. 
As a mom of 2 I have heard from many other moms the desire for at least 1 person in Listowel to be 
certified to check and install carseats. I feel this is very important for protecting the lives of babies and 
children in NP.I also feel the trail crossing with the small set of lights is not very safe. It would be ideal to 
have warming lights at the top of each Hill when the light is about to change. Or a police officer there to 
give tickets to those who run the red. We also value the Early years center. We have made many friends 
and go to multiple programs a week. There is a lack of infant spaces and licensed home child care.  It 
causes a lot of stress on moms who are wanting to return to work. Please look into doing something 
about that 

15 There a few things I believe should be considered;1. The traffic down town listowel is terrible, I know 
there is a bypass around town but because there are no signs posted the heavy traffic continues to just 
go through town.  If there was less traffic many people would feel more safe walking down town and 
shopping local. 2. We need people properly trained in car seat safety/installation, driving to guelph or 
london to make sure our seats are in safely is unnecessary if we could have someone in our community 
available to help.3. There is a huge shortage of child care in our area, I know the new day care was just 
built but there are only 10 infant spots there and I personally know 22 babies all born between June and 
September that will need some sort of child care in 1 year.  The new regulations put on in home 
licensed and non-licensed child cares is making it really hard for parents to find care for their children 
when it's time to go back to work.  4. As a mother to young children it would be nice if there was an 
indoor play structure or activity place to take my kids (especially in the winter when the play grounds 
are under snow).  I usually drive them to guelph or kitchener and I'd really like to be able to give the 
money back to our community.  5. I have noticed there is a crossing guard at the light by the trail 
instead of by the library, I don't understand why there is being money spent on someone to push the 
button at an existing light.  The cross walks in general need a lot of attention there are a lot of safety 
issues regarding them and people not stopping because they aren't visible enough. 

16 town wages tightened, victoria street needs repaired and elma street, need more child care, dog park 
needed 

17 More trees along the roads. They have been taken down this year along Elizabeth and it makes the 
town look junky. If there is long term planning for trees needing to come down the same attention 
should go to replacing the trees. Why not plant before cutting canopy down? 



18 recreation programs need a huge boost.  I hear from many clients of the area that there is not enough 
here, and even the new ppl moving into our town are appalled by how little we have for the size of it.  
All you ever hear about is Hockey and Dance.  That seems to be it, however not every child or person is 
interested in that.  Why cant we offer more sport options, or programs like science, reading, discovery 
through the library ect... we have no camps in the summer other than hockey ones.  When we only 
focus on one thing that limits our sight our town suffers for it. We focused on just building an area when 
the current one is not really that bad, yet trying ot aim for a complete recreation centre that could offer 
many different programs was pushed aside.  We could have aimed higher and had an indoor pool as I 
know many ppl go to Elmira, Hanover and Wingham from this town which open up a swim team or 
other swim programming year round (the old pool is beyond falling apart, indoor 
basketball/tennis/squash courts, youth centres for the kids to get help with schoolwork or just to hang 
out at or learn skills, senior centre to offer age related yoga, card games, programs, rooms to rent for 
conferences or events.  I think that as a town we missed the mark with it so now that we are stuck with 
just an arena for who knows how long - how can you aim to offer more for families with kids of all ages, 
and also our senior community.  covering these will lead way to covering programs for all ages. I am a 
firm believer in if you build it they will come... and right now people are coming but many disappointed 
in what there is offered in this great little community.  We are a HUB where everything is 2 hours away - 
but why are we okay with doing all that driving when we should be having others come to us 

19 French Immersion, Day care facility, Indoor swimming pool, Indoor soccer field, Indoor tennis courts and 
coaches, Carseat installation, In Home Doctor Services and walk in clinics, Travel and vaccination clinics. 
Encourage investment opportunities to promote: Diverse restaurants & food options (not the standard 
food chains that provide unhealthy choices), Commercial and Retail spaces (Family friendly places like 
Sky Zone, Dave & Busters, bowling alley, Putting Edge etc but on a smaller, personalized scale similar to 
our movie theatre). I love the quaintness of the town, the  historic  looking buildings and Main St has 
some great stores 

20 Sidewalks- Removal of fine gravel on the sidewalks. Pedestrian crossings- Safer and more viable 
crossings and have them lit. Trail maintenance and more signage/enforcement to keep ATVs/golf karts 
off. Skate park upgrade/completion. I was one of the founding members of the skate park and would 
like to see it completed. More than willing to participate in any fundraising, etc. Might have went off 
course with the suggestions but it is what I and many others would like to see improved. 

21 I forgot to add GO Transit, airport shuttles, university access buses 
22 By law enforcement including parking infractions 
23 Funds to help enhance the recreation programs with the growing population and the new arena. Allow 

Credit Card Payments. Consider active transportation routes when updating roads or creating new ones.  
The area around the new school is a great example of this.  Thank you for this!  Additional crosswalks to 
help with busy traffic areas (by the library, by Tim Hortons on Wallace North) 

24 Sidewalks on all streets.  It's so unsafe when walking.  Especially the North West section of town. And 
now that so much development is happening Tremaine really should get sidewalks and lights too! 

25 Recreational programmes and new playgrounds/ park areas 



26 I think entirely TOO MUCH money is being spent on the idea of Libraries for Atwood and Monkton. I 
think a centralized service is suitable. The hard work of amalgamation hasn't happened in this case. 
There is so much infrastructure to maintain in North Perth and only so much money to do it with. I think 
a centralized service can still provide an excellent service for this community without spending so much 
money on physical buildings--especially when there are such great digital services being offered. 

27 We need more safe cross walks along Main Street.  There are so many speeding drivers and it can be 
very dangerous to try and cross the street, especially with small children or while pushing a 
stroller/pulling a wagon. There are stretches along Main East where hills prevent drivers from even 
seeing a pedestrian before they are practically running them over.  The intersection of Main and 
Davidson is a tragedy waiting to happen. 

28 Road conditions.  Road conditions on 86 in the winter are horrendous. They should be pliers all night as 
many people commute to Kitchener and back all hours of the day 

29 Chlorine taste in water, more recreational programs (especially arts for children, there seems to be an 
emphasis on sports and not every child is athletic), garbage pick up (specifically bulky item days). I 
would love to see a community centre. 

30 I would love for gymnastics to be offered as an activity for children. The closest is Palmerston and 
impossible to sign up because of the long waiting list. Elmira has a program as well but it does not make 
sense to drive there on winter roads when Listowel is a big enough community to support a program. I 
know a lot of mothers who would love to sign their children up. The same is true for an indoor pool. The 
closest is Elmira or Wingham. It is not worth the time and gas money to drive there. If Listowel had one, 
children could do swimming lessons all year. It is hard to sign up for lessons at the existing pool as spots 
fill up fast and it is hard to work around vacation in the summer. It would allow year round 
entertainment and birthday party options etc. More licensed child care options are required. I have 3 
children and have been on the waiting list at the daycare with all 3 and have yet to get a spot for any of 
my children. Women have to go back to work when children are 12 months old but it is very hard to find 
child care for 12 month olds. It would also be great to have more flexible hours for daycare as not 
everyone works 9-5. Women work nights and evenings as well. A crosswalk is needed at the north end 
of town on hwy 23. There are a lot of people who walk to Food Basics from the residential area on the 
east side of the hwy and people walking to McDonald's from the west side. It is impossible to cross the 
road safely. If we want to promote more physical activity and less vehicles on the road than a cross walk 
would encourage people to walk more when running errands. Also the existing crosswalks in town need 
to have an overhead light that lights up for vehicles to stop when the button is pressed. The crosswalks 
are not respected. Vehicles drive right through when people are trying to safely cross. I have seen this 
multiple times even when trying to cross with small children and strollers. I do not feel safe crossing at 
the crosswalks downtown especially with my children as cars drive right through. 

31 Snow removal in newer areas of Listowel ward. Recycling pick up every week rather than every two 
weeks. Lower overall tax rate for residential land owners. 

32 Improved side walks in Listowel and Atwood, have a schedule in the Banner of the dates that the 
budget will be discussed.  The public should have an opportunity to ask questions.  Consideration 
should be given to hiring a consultant to study all the services provided by the municipality to 
determine where monies ca be saved or areas where money needs to be spent.   Terms of reference to 
be determined by  council . 



33 Pave line 75 east of race course. Large farms lots of traffic and often in bad shape. Milk board will have 
an issue with shape it is in very often. 

34 Paving needed on Line 75, east of racecourse.  This road is dangerous. 
35 Projects that REALLY matter to the people of North Perth, rather then those that just boost the publicity 

for already wealthy individuals. Fundraising for more resources for mental health, and social services. 
More access to free programs and support within the community. 

36 Would like to see paved roads kept up with good pavement- not like the fibreglass threads and  tiny 
stone particles that they have started using on Line 87 and many other roads as it does not stand up 
(quality is poor), is an initial hazard to motorists- especially motorcycle drivers as the loose gravel takes 
a while to pack in and becomes loose with tractors and snow plowing use on the roads.  Let's fix our 
roads right. 

37 I think something needs to be adjusted to the Garbage pick up for rural areas! In town gets picked up 
every week and we in the country only get every other week pick up! I understand that it is a time thing 
and cost more money to pick up our garbage. However I don't think I should have to pay for a larger size 
bin when if I lived in town I would be able to toss double the amount of garbage for the same price as 
someone in the country. Doesn't seem fair if you ask me. I feel that if we need the next size bin we 
should be charged for the small bin as our bin is getting picked up half the amount of time as others! 

38 Line 81 needs to be properly rebuilt starting in Britton.  An indoor pool needs to be seriously looked at.  
Hockey is great but it's a rich man's sport.  I know a pool is expensive but with the dynamics of our 
community it would be very beneficial. Possible rent subsidies being made available for people trying to 
start a small business but can't afford the atrocious cost of rent for store use in this town.  (if that's 
already available I apologize) 

39 We need a gymnastics program for all ages, an indoor pool with swim lessons all year round. More chid 
care, my 3 kids have been on a waiting list, and have never received a call. More cross walks and cross 
walk lights installed, especially Wallace North. Better awareness of when recreational sports 
registration is. 

40 Do some new paving every year and make sure it is of high quality. Everyone should be on biweekly 
garbage pickup. Maximize usage of Wallace and Monitor arenas.  In depth study of cost of services 
supplied between the different wards 

41 taxes need to be froze for five yrs  town needs to be more accountable wasting to much money   back 
roads a mess to drive on 

42 I prefer to keep taxes low for all tax payers. Small user pay fees for things like arena/after or before 
school programs. Small user pay fees for booking areas/parks/pavilions. If its something like an arena 
that a select few will use, separate fund raising funds could be used to support those ventures. Free 
park area for those that can't afford the other luxury/privileges. Keep roads repaired. Prevent people 
from suing for things they should use at their own use! 

43 It would be nice to have side walk service on our street in the winter time. We have lived here for 26 
years past and I have cleared the side walks a lot of the time. 

44 Recreational infrastructure is important and has been a focus lately. I think it is time develop the 
cultural fabric such as the libraries 

45 1. Improving existing road conditions2. Infrastructure rehabilitation (water, storm, sewer systems)3. 
Commercial/Industrial development incentives. 



46 Road conditions - it has taken forever to get the gun club side road open - way too long 
47 I feel we should likely direct our support to our infrastructure especially in the urban areas as we have 

already but our recreational needs in good order ( Rec Complex) I also feel that our garbage pick up is in 
good order for now. 

48 More spots for child care at the Early Years center. There are only 10 spots for babies 0-18 months and I 
am currently in an infant group with 22 babies - there will be another group of moms after our 8 week 
session is over. Indoor recreation options for children during the winter months. 

 

 

2. Community Participation 

1 This survey, random telephone survey 
2 Social Media/Online 
3 no comment 
4 This survey? Encourage attendance at council meetings. 
5 Email, Facebook, newsletters. 
6 Social media 
7 Through surveys like this 
8 Through online survey, social media and in public forums. 
9 public meetings with a draft budget. this survey is also a good idea 

10 Facebook and interactive website 
11 * 
12 -advertise, invite -- go to community and chat with people of all ages- you didn't even advertise where 

to find paper copies- i do think that on line surveys are a way to go 

13 Facebook is the best way to reach a lot of people in Listowel. 
14 Offer more paper copies around the community. Ask people to share it across social media and to share 

it on local facebook pages 
15 I think putting an ad on the radio would ensure more people know about it.  I just found out the 

meetings are posted on our tax receipts, but we don't own our home so we have never known when 
the meets are. 

16 paper copy in my water bill 
17 I appreciate the surveys going out. 
18 This I don't know how to answer to get ppl involved.  All too often I hear that our voices don't matter, 

that the minds of council is already made up and it is not going to change.  How do you convince others 
to come out and voice opinions. maybe put it in the paper, hit the radio, put up flyers to announce 
when this is happening.  send information about it in the mail to all residents of the area. 

19 Mail Email Social media Website. Are we able to see the spend breakdown for the previous years 
(maybe the last 5) as well as the budget for the coming year/s? Can this information be mailed or 
delivered to our house and then we can either vote/veto/discuss online or via mail, etc 

20 Clarity and transparency. Make a basic list of where every cent of the budget is going, post everywhere. 



21 Social media Direct mail Email 
22 Knowledge of meetings and asking for input 
23 Online Surveys (rate budget items 1-10), public forums 
24 This is good 
25 Facebook notices like the one I saw for this survey 
26 I think it's good to have the open house to keep the community informed. I think asking everyone 

question 2 could be a bit of a problem. Everyone might enjoy a pool, but we can't afford it. So why give 
everyone the chance to say they want one? Perhaps more specific questions like rating certain services 
in order of personal priority might be more helpful in Council's decision making process. 

27 I would love to see a list of projects council is considering before the budget is prepared. Then I could 
give more specific opinions on projects that actually have a chance of being included. But seriously, 
more cross walks. 

28 Surveys 
29 Emails, updates, etc. 
30 I love the online format! The survey us great because our voices can be heard when we have the time 

to complete it. It is hard to find time and child care to attend meetings in person. Another great format 
would be utilizing Facebook live as a away for people at home to be part of the meetings and ask 
questions etc. I find people will voice their opinions more online than they will speak up in person. 

31 Online surveys. 
32 Public meetings 
33 Vote for projects 
34 Large budget decisions should be voted on by citizens. 
35 A community poll. Providing options of what are REAL possibilities for the community ( IE. more 

recreation and free public programs) rather then blindly asking for suggestions. 

36 Surveys such as this, but with a bit more warning so people have adequate time to complete the 
survey. 

37 I am not sure, hard to say what is an easy way for people to participate! Hard with new social media 
however not everyone is connected that way.... 

38 This is a good start. Thanks for making it available. 
39 2 
40 Put out proposals so people will be more likely to react to giving input to the process. 

41 councillors go door to door for input 
42 Free suggestions like this but it would be easier if you had a chart. Example: on a scale of 1 to 10, which 

of the following projects do you prefer your money to go to, as this is too generic 

43 I think this survey is a good idea 
44 On-line opinion provided the questions are properly framed. If this were to happen a minimum number 

of residents would have to respond in order to have legitimacy. 



45 Anonymous electronic or paper surveys may make it easier for most people and the anonymity will 
encourage higher participation. 

46 public meetings 
47 Perhaps a small ad hoc committee in each ward 4 or 5 residents, no elected involvement but some ad 

min support for info. This group would make recommendations to Council. 

48 Online survey like this but some multiple choice questions may be helpful to get ideas flowing. 

Skipped this question= 1 

 

3. Other Comments 

1   
2 Increases in property taxes have been too large over the past couple years, especially commercial 

properties.  Spending needs to be smarter to control these large increases in property taxes. 

3 none 
4   
5   
6 Every year you increase water... is rather just one notice of your intentions for the next 5 years instead 

of every year sending us a letter for the reasoning. 
7 My biggest concern is the rate that property taxes have been going up. I bought this commercial 

building about 4 yrs ago and have seen taxes increase by 18% since then. Yes I know costs are going up 
to provide services but i think you also need to consider cutting services or reducing overhead rather 
than just increasing taxes. If you look at downtown you can see the result of the tax increases with 
vacant storefronts. If you want to have a vibrant downtown you need to remind yourselves you can't 
put everything on local business. All of those tax increases go directly to the bottom line whether you 
own or rent. When you factor in minimum wage hikes and increased CPP premiums i honestly believe 
that within 5 years downtown Listowel will look like downtown Gorrie or Brussels. Retail is facing a 
tough enough road with on-line shopping and the increased taxes are just another burden. I believe you 
are to the breaking point with commercial tax rates and if you continue with this pace of increases you 
will have nothing left to tax. 

8   
9 Need to look closer at every department to eliminate waste and duplication of services. 

10 Garbage collection is great, happy with the new roundabout 
11 * 
12   
13   
14   
15   
16   



17 I am disappointed that an indoor pool isn't being installed at the community centre.  There is so much 
for hockey already but no focus on skills building considering the proximity and numbers of families and 
hat frequent the beach. It is one of the few ways to get exercise without knee impact. 

18 I hope to see a positive change in our outlook on being just a hockey town .  I feel Listowel is soo much 
more than that and has so much potential that I would love to see new programs and things brought in 
that suit everyone not just one group of citizens. 

19 We definitely need French Immersion; with over 20% of our Canadian population speaking French plus 
the intellectual benefits of learning the intricacies of a second language, and the value in knowing both 
official languages of the country in which we live. If we can't get French Immersion in the schools in 
Listowel it needs to be more accessible to kids in Listowel by having busses available to existing schools 
in Palmerston. Here are some PROs I found online:1. There are increased employment, travel and social 
opportunities for those who speak more than one language. Most government jobs, especially those 
with the Federal government, jobs that are highly sought after and considered 'desirable,' require 
French. There are many careers that demand multilingual skills. Plus, the Canadian Census information 
suggests that Canadians who are bilingual have a higher average income than us single-language 
speakers. Here, in Canada, knowing French most definitely opens doors. 2. Many studies support the 
idea that a bilingual brain is better. Bilingual (and multilingual) students often demonstrate increased 
skills at problem solving, enhanced attention span and a heightened ability to task switch. These types 
of skills (which fall under the umbrella of executive function) have a greater impact on student 
achievement than any other area of brain development. It seems, if you can give your child a leg up in 
the arena of executive function, you are setting them up for success.3. Children who have early and 
frequent exposure to more than one language tend to acquire language more quickly and more 
effectively than their single-language counterparts. In the long run, multilingual children tend to 
perform better on several tests of cognitive ability. 

20   
21 With the rapid growth of Listowel and most residents moving from bigger cities; we want the amenities 

we're used to but with the small town charm 
22   
23 With a growing community, would like to see the budget reflect forward thinking to keep up with the 

growing demand.  Thank you for being conscious with the bottom line, we appreciate it. But we also 
know that some $ needs to be invested for growth and sustainability 

24 I'm from Wallace Ward but work in town and use in town to walk for recreation 
25   
26 I recognize that the budget is a tricky process and thank Council and Staff for their work to serve North 

Perth in as fiscally responsible a way as possible. 
27   
28 Please really have plows operating 24/7 or at least all night during the week. I drive those roads and 

some night s I am scared for my life based off road conditions 

29   



30 I think Listowel is a great community to be apart of. It is growing and we just need to keep our 
amenities growing with the town. I love the garbage bins that we have now! I have lots of family in 
other towns who always comment that they would love the same system! 

31   
32 The process should be quite open, coverage by the Banner is terrible 
33 Rural areas matter!  Plowing our road at 9:00am is not acceptable. We run a business and employees 

need to be at work early. 
34   
35   
36 This survey might be more helpful if you would provide more information as to what the budget looked 

like for the previous year and what projects are already being considered for the 2018 budget so people 
can comment towards those projects instead of vague responses.   I would like to see the budget 
spread out between all parts of North Perth and not focused mainly on Listowel. 

37   
38   
39   
40 North Perth is a community with a diverse landscape (country vs town/village), diverse social economic 

make-up (property rich but low income, high income but few assets and the working poor).  Does the 
municipality's tax generation methods reflect this?  No necessarily. 

41   
42 I have no idea what choices you have to spend your money on, probably the noisiest person with the 

most time to spare will get what they want for free=other tax payers will pay for it=that person isn't 
working day and night and being a productive content/nice taxpayer 

43 I personally think that our elected officials and all of the North Perth staff are doing a wonderful job. 

44 plan for the future but respect the capacity of the present. 
45   
46 I feel with really high rising taxes put upon the local farmers that there should be a pay freeze of salary 

of Municipal workers. 
47 We should try to help get our increases in line and not continuing to use the Province for our large 

increases. We should as well try to explain why our growth is good but the increase in tax base has no 
impact on our taxes 

48  

Skipped this question = 22  


